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  Find your ideal ski resort:

New adventures
Relaxation and wellness
Family moments
Festivals and entertainment
World class skiing
Nature and Nordic activities
Cosy and authentic escapes

 Key Word

All mountain ranges
Northern Alps
Jura
Southern Alps
Jura
Massif central
Pyrénées
Vosges

 Range

Search




  
      



    

 






        
  

      
  
  Magazine

  Discover the mountains with new articles every week
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                Flocon Vert label: for resorts who are committed to sustainable development in the mountains

                
                    The Flocon Vert label, which can be translated at Green Snow flake, recognises mountain resorts that are committed to sustainable development. By b...

                    Read more
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                Your first ski holiday? Here are our top tips!

                
                    That’s it, your mind’s made up! This year, you’re heading to the mountains for a well-earned break – for the very first time. And to make sure your...

                    Read more
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                10 reasons to head for the mountains of France this winter!

                
                    Whether you’re on holiday or looking for a weekend getaway, the mountains seem to be a winter’s favourite destination, and for good reason! The mou...

                    Read more
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                Four tips for becoming the ultimate eco-friendly tourist in the mountains

                
                    This winter, we're going green. Not literally. Being eco-friendly means going green in terms of activities, accommodation choices and what goes on ...

                    Read more
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                Famille Plus, the family vacation label for all

                
                    In the mountains, look for this seal of approval !  The Famille Plus label means that kids from 18 months and up, along with their parents, are gua...

                    Read more
                

            
        

    


  


  
      



    

 


   




        
  

      
  
What makes France the world’s best ski destination ? 


	France has the world’s biggest ski areas : 7 of the top 10 interconnected ski areas are in France
	France’s ski lifts are the most sophisticated in the world, with over 300m€/year spent on new infrastructure
	The ratio of ski-pass price: ski area size is the best in the world





	Many of France’s ski resorts are located at high-altitude meaning the snow quality is better, longer.
	Ski instructors in France are the most highly-qualified in the world.
	France has the greatest variety of resorts, from high-altitude ski resorts to charming mid-mountain traditional villages.








  
      



    

 

  






        
  

      
  
  Search for Availability



 Région
Région
Northern Alps
Southern Alps
Corsica
Jura
Massif central
Pyrénées
Vosges


 Resort
Resort
ABONDANCE
ABRIES EN QUEYRAS
AILLONS- MARGERIAZ
ANCELLE
ARGENTIèRE
ARTOUSTE
ARVIEUX EN QUEYRAS
AURIS EN OISANS
AUTRANS-MEAUDRE en VERCORS
AVORIAZ 1800
BELLEFONTAINE
BESSANS
BRIANçON
CEILLAC EN QUEYRAS
CHALMAZEL
CHAMONIX MONT-BLANC
CHAPELLE D'ABONDANCE
CHASTREIX
CHATEL
COL D'ORNON
COL DE ROUSSET
CORDON
CRéVOUX
CROIX DE BAUZON
FLAINE
FONT D'URLE
FORMIGUèRES
GAVARNIE - GèDRE
GHISONI
GOULIER NEIGE
GOURETTE
GRESSE EN VERCORS
GUZET
HAUTACAM
HAUTELUCE VAL JOLY
HAUTES COMBES DU JURA
HAUTEVILLE - LOMPNES
LA GRAVE
LA PIERRE SAINT-MARTIN
LA QUILLANE
VAL DE TAMIE
LA SCHLUCHT
LAGUIOLE
LE BALLON D'ALSACE
LE CAMBRE D'AZE
LE GRAND PUY
LE LIORAN
LE MARKSTEIN
LE MOURTIS
LE REPOSOIR
LE VAL D'ESE
LES ARCS BOURG ST MAURICE
LES BRASSES
LES CARROZ D'ARACHES
LES FOURGS
LES GETS
LES MONTS D'OLMES
LES ROUSSES
LULLIN
LUS LA CROIX HAUTE
LUZ ARDIDEN
MANIGOD
MASSIF DU MEZENC
MEGEVE
METABIEF
SAINT-VERAN EN QUEYRAS
MONT SEREIN
MONT-SAXONNEX
MONTAGNE DE LURE 
MONTRIOND
MORBIER
MORILLON
MORZINE
VAL DE MOUTHE
NéVACHE
ORELLE
OZ EN OISANS
PASSY PLAINE JOUX
PIAU ENGALY
PLATEAU DE RETORD
PORTE PUYMORENS
PRA LOUP
PRAT PEYROT / MONT AIGOUAL
PRAZ SUR ARLY
PUYVALADOR RIEUTORT
RéALLON
RISOUL
SAINT GERVAIS MONT-BLANC
SAINT JEAN D'ARVES
SAINT MARTIN DE BELLEVILLE
SAINT PIERRE DE CHARTREUSE/LE PLANOLET
SAINT-BERNARD / COL DE MARCIEU
SAINT-LéGER LES MéLèZES
SAINT-MICHEL DE CHAILLOL
SAINT-NICOLAS DE VéROCE
SAINT-PANCRACE LES BOTTIèRES
SAINTE FOY TARENTAISE
SAINTE-ANNE LA CONDAMINE
SAMOëNS
SAVOIE GRAND REVARD
SIXT FER à CHEVAL
SUPERBAGNèRES
TENDE / VAL CASTERINO
TERMIGNON
TROIS FOURS
VAL D'AZUN
VAL LOURON
VAL THORENS
VALFREJUS
VALLORCINE
VAUJANY
VILLARD-RECULAS



Trouver un hébergement
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Discover

French Mountains

Experience the diverse cultural and gastronomic heritage of the mountains in the ski resorts and massifs.

Roll over the map to discover the French Mountains.

More 




  
      



    

 

                

            


        


      
    







    
        
            
                  




  

      
  France Montagnes is an association that brings together the major players in the mountain tourism industry of France. The objective of France Montagnes is to promote the mountains of France on a national and international level.
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